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Book of Ra slot - Play online for free or for real money. Book of Ra – A slot that has been making

winners since March 3, 2005. What Novomatic designed as a regular game has grown in popularity and
has a cult following both at the brick-and-mortar casinos and online casinos. With the legendary Richie
Wilde at the center of it, this is one of the slot games that solidified Novomatic’s road to success online
overnight. Today, as one of the most popular games in the online casino industry , we are here to bring
you all the information regarding Book of Ra slot. Continue reading to discover: The exciting in-game
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Book of Ra bonus rounds and features The best online casinos where you can play the game The
reasons why it remains to be one of the most played games despite being released more than 15 years
ago. If you are really a fan of Book of Ra, and if you want to play Book of Ra for free, this is the right place

for you. On our website you will find all versions of Book of Ra , which you can play for free without
registration or software downloading. What is Book of Ra? Book of Ra is a popular classic slot machine

with 5 reels, 3 rows, and 9 paylines. It is adapted from a popular ancient Egyptian theme. Ra is
considered the father of all creation and king of the deities. Novomatic is the software company behind
Book of Ra. While playing the game, your objective is to match three (3) or more symbols from the left-
most reel to the right-most reels. The game also features some interesting and exciting in-game bonus
rounds, including free spins and gamble bonus round. Book of Ra Casino - play for real money. Playing
Book Of Ra online for real money is legal as long as the bet takes place within online casinos that have

the license to operate in your country. You can find the list of the best real money online casinos per each
country here. A lot of casinos offer amazing Book of Ra bonuses to new players, without any deposits).

You can find the list of the best real money online casinos for each country. A lot of casinos offer amazing
Book of Ra bonuses to new players, without any deposits. Book of Ra RTP, Volatility and Hit Frequency.
The more experienced slot player is familiar with slots' RTP, volatility, and hit frequency aspects. These

are essential aspects of any slot machine game, and you need to familiarize yourself as it helps you plan
your bankroll accordingly. In case you are new to playing slots, here’s a quick breakdown of these three
important areas. The RTP. RTP stands for Return to Player percentage. It is a theoretical figure showing

you how much to expect from a slot game after a few million spins. It is expressed as a percentage.
Book of Ra has a 95.5% RTP, which means you can expect a return of €0.95 from a €1 bet. As a rule of

thumb, the higher the RTP, the higher the expected winnings. Book of Ra can be categorized as a
medium RTP slot as the high-paying slots have RTPs of 97% and above. Volatility. Also known as

variance, the volatility of an online slot game is the measure of risk of forming wins. A game can either
be categorized as a high-, medium-, or low-variance slot game. High-variance slots have an increased

risk of winning. They don’t pay out often, but when they do, they pay out huge wins Medium-variance slots
pay out occasionally Low-variance slots will pay out often, but the winnings are small. Book of Ra is a
high-variance slot. This means you need to plan properly for your bet amounts lest you go bust, as it

takes a while before it pays out any significant win. Hit Frequency. Hit frequency refers to the number of
times a slot machine forms a winning combination. When you have a hit frequency of 20%, it means the

slot pays 2 out of 10 spins. Book of Ra slot has a hit frequency of 2/10, which makes it a low-hit-
frequency slot. Book of Ra slot machine Summary. Game details & Features. Game details & Features.
Book of Ra Theme. In the ancient Egyptian world, Ra, the legendary ruler of the sky, the Earth, and the
underworld, ruled with truth, justice, and the cosmic order. More than 20 centuries later, he is back to

show us who the true boss is in the Book of Ra slot. Leaping straight off your PC’s screen and
smartphones into this Egyptian-themed slot comes Richie Wilde. He is your protagonist and tour guide
as you explore the Egyptian desert in the Book of Ra. What secrets will you unravel in your quest? Read
our unbiased review of the Book of Ra slot and discover what awaits you. Look and Feel. With a vibrant
Egyptian theme, Book of Ra online slot is designed with colorfully decorated graphics. Fire up the reels,

and you’ll be welcomed with ancient Egyptian artwork, presented with deep colours, which help
exemplify the overall theme. The reels are set in what appears to be a temple wall. In the background,
you’ll see the great Egyptian pyramids and sunset silhouettes. Overall, for a slot that was released in
2003, it is a beautiful game. The graphics are a bit outdated, but the visuals are great, bringing you
closer to the action. The animations are also sleek, albeit slow compared to the Book of Ra sequels

we’ve played. The music is also reminiscent of the classic slot machines at brick-and-mortar casinos. If
you are fond of playing those games, you’ll definitely love this one. Symbols. Symbols play an important
role in any online slot game. Book of Ra is no different. It uses symbols that depict the ancient Egyptian
culture, and they all come bearing different prizes. In total, there are ten symbols, categorized as high

paying, medium paying, and low paying. Richie Wilde The Explorer: You want to see him appearing on
the screen more often. He is the highest-paying symbol in the game. He will award you 10x, 100x,

1,000x, and 5,000x multipliers for 2, 3, 4, and 5 symbols anywhere along an active pay line. The Golden
Pharaoh: This is yet another high-paying symbol. Land 2, 3, 4, or 5 symbols along an active pay line to

receive a 5x, 40x, 400x, and 2,000x multiplier on your bet. Dung Beetle Symbol and Golden Statue of Isis
Symbols: They are the middle-paying symbols in the Book of Ra slot. You receive 5x, 30x, 100x, and

750x your bet for 2, 3, 4, or 5 symbols anywhere on an active pay line. Hieroglyphics: They are
represented in the form of card symbols A, K, Q, J, and 10. They are the low-paying symbols in Book of



Ra slot, and pay out 5x, 25x, and 100x for your bet for 3, 4, and 5 symbols. Book Of Ra Symbol: This is a
very special symbol in Book of Ra. It acts like a joker in a pack of cards, i.e., it substitutes for all the other
symbols on the reels to form a winning combination. This makes it the wild symbol of Book of Ra slot. It

also substitutes or plays the role of a scatter symbol. . It means you land three or more Book of Ra
symbols on the reels, you activate the free spins game. *It’s evident that wins are only formed along an
active payline. It therefore goes without saying that you need to strive to activate as many paylines as
possible. Why is Book of Ra so Popular? Pros! + Based on one of the most popular themes. + Very

flexible bet limit. + Medium-high volatility ensures high winning chances. + Medium wins more frequently.
+ A suspenseful gamble game feature. Book of Ra Cons! - Very basic in-game bonus round. Book of Ra
Slot Game Play. As a classic slot machine game, Book of Ra is easy and direct to play. You simply need
a stable internet connection and a platform to play the game. If you have these two, here’s a step-by-step

guide on how to play Book of Ra slot. Step 1: Choose Your Bet Amount You can do this by clicking on
the (+) or (-) buttons under the “Bet/Line” section. Step 2: Adjust The Paylines Use the same procedure
by clicking on the (+) or (-) buttons under the “Lines” section. Step 3: Spin To Play Hit the spin button to
get the reels spinning. Winnings are paid when you land matching symbols from the left-most reel to the
right-most reel. There are a few talking points regarding Book of Ra gameplay. You can always use the
“Autoplay” feature to get the reels spinning automatically. Clicking on the “Paytable” button reveals the
expected returns on all the symbols. Book of Ra Play for Free. Not understanding this Book of Ra slot
review? Does everything sound complicated? Don’t worry. Novomatic has made it possible for you to

play the game without spending any money. Through the demo or free play mode, you can play Book of
Ra and familiarize yourself with all the in-game features, volatility, hit frequency, and many other aspects.

However, you cannot win any real money playing the game. All the winnings are virtual currencies you
can only use to play the game. If you wish to win any real money playing Book of Ra, you’ll have to

deposit and stake real cash. Book of Ra bonuses. This is the meat and potatoes of Book of Ra slot, and
you need to pay close attention to every word. We’ll be brief and precise while explaining different bonus
games you can trigger and how to trigger them. The Books Feature: you can activate it by landing three
or more scatter symbols along an active payline. Once activated, you receive 10 free spins, which can

be re-triggered by landing three or more scatter symbols. Expanding Wild Symbol: during the free spins
game, the book can fold and become an expanding wild. It will occupy the entire reel and give you more
winning opportunities. Gamble Bonus Game: if you are an adrenaline junkie, this bonus round adds to

the thrill of playing the Book of Ra slot. It only becomes active after scoring a sizeable win. Once
activated, you are transported to a second screen, where you are expected to predict the color of the

card correctly. With each correct pick, your winnings are doubled. One wrong move and all the winnings
disappear. About Novomatic - Book of Ra Software Developer. Novomatic is one of the gambling

industry's oldest software and game developers. The company was founded in 1980 by a small team of
industry experts, with Johann Greff as the leader. They tried developing several games before making a
breakthrough by creating slot machine cabinets. At that time, their popular titles including Book of Ra,

Lucky Lady’s Charm, Sizzling Hot, and many more. Like many other old-school studios, Novomatic was
one of the latecomers to the online gambling niche, porting most of its slot machine cabinets to digital

formats. With more than 170 online slots in its portfolio, it has grown into one of the most accomplished
software and slot providers on the internet. Over the years, Novomatic has acquired several small

software developers to help them scale up and increase the number of games. So far, it has managed to
develop more than 400 games across its offices worldwide. As of today, Novomatic employs more than

22,000 employees, making it one of the biggest and most successful companies in the iGaming
industry. Why Are Novomatic Slots Popular? A full-service provider in the iGaming and land-based

gambling industry, Novomatic is a pioneering brand known for releasing high-quality games. Apart from
nice graphics and excellent audio, these games are well equipped with rewarding bonus features and

great stats. They also offer rewarding and entertaining action. You also get to play different types of
casino games, which all feature interesting storylines or simplistic themes. Regardless, they are always

entertaining and action-packed. Novomatic slots are developed in flash and HTML5 formats. This
benefits you as you can easily play them through multiple platforms, including PCs with different

operating systems and smartphones/tablets. Book of Ra Sequels - all available versions. Since the first
release of Book of Ra slot, there have been several makeovers – all aimed at improving the original

game and adapting the game to the latest technology in slot games. At the time of writing this Book of
Ra guide, these are the sequels you can play. 
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